Time changes in the body dimensions of male Australian Army personnel between 1977 and 2012
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A B S T R A C T

The aim of this study was to quantify time changes in the body dimensions of male Australian Army personnel. Following a systematic review, two studies were identified and matched for occupation and age (n = 669) with time changes in 12 absolute and 11 proportional body dimensions assessed between 1977 and 2010–12. Changes in means were expressed as absolute, percent and standardised changes, with changes in variability assessed visually and as the ratio of coefficients of variation (CVs). Time changes in absolute dimensions were typically positive (increases) and moderate in magnitude (median standardised change = ± 95% CI: 0.53 ± 0.23), and while changes in proportional dimensions were typically negligible (median standardised change = ± 95% CI: 0.16 ± 0.33), substantial changes (standardised changes ≥ 0.2 or ≤ −0.2) were observed in several dimensions. Variability in body dimensions has also typically increased (median ratio of CVs = ± 95% CI: 1.10 ± 0.07) and become more right-skewed. These findings have important implications for the design and acquisition of new military vehicles, body equipment and clothing.

Crown Copyright © 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Time increases in body size have been well documented for people of all ages over the past couple of centuries (Cole, 2000, 2003; Danubio and Sanna, 2008; Hauspie et al., 1997; Roche, 1979). These increases in body size are believed to be due to improvements in environmental conditions, nutrition and access to health care, leading to the reduction of growth-inhibiting factors (Malina, 1979; van Wieringen, 1986). Few studies however have documented time changes in professional military personnel. While time changes in body dimensions have previously been reported for Australian, British, Kenyan and US military personnel over the period 1854–2008, a small number have reported time changes for only professional military personnel (Paquette et al., 2009; Soar, 1999; Tomkinson et al., 2010) with most reporting on recruits, personnel yet to complete basic military training, or a combination thereof plus professional military personnel (e.g. Bartholomew, 1980; Cuff, 1993; Greiner and Gordon, 1992; Knapp et al., 2006; Moradi, 2009; Moroney et al., 1971; Rosenbaum and Crowdy, 1992; Steegmann, 1985). Collectively, studies of professional military personnel have examined time changes in measures of centrality (typically expressed as changes in means) and provide strong evidence for increases in the size of absolute body dimensions over time. However much less is known about time changes in variability (i.e. the spread of measurements about the middle) or time changes in proportional body dimensions (which provide an indication of changes in body shape). Despite limited published data, it has been observed that increases in the body dimensions of Royal Australian Air Force personnel were typically proportional to increases in general body size measures such as stature and mass, indicating that some military populations have increased in size but not shape over time (Tomkinson et al., 2010). This time-related pattern is expected based on geometric scaling, which theoretically suggests that time changes in body dimensions (e.g. lengths, breadths, circumferences and segmental heights) should approximate time changes in stature (Olds et al., 1995), assuming no meaningful time changes in cultural practices (e.g.
diet and exercise). In addition, while changes in variability have rarely been reported, Tomkinson et al. (2010) showed that increases in weight, Body Mass Index (BMI), hip and waist circumference measures were non-uniform and right-skewed, with the largest time increases observed in those with the largest body size.

A lack of current anthropometric data on professional military personnel can contribute to personal equipment sizing and human machine interface design problems. For example, until recently the Australian Army were relying on old Australian datasets or newer datasets on international military populations (e.g. from the UK) for procurement specifications. This approach is limiting given: (a) a lack of evidence that the body size and shape of military personnel in one country are representative of their peers in another country; and (b) convincing evidence of recent time increases in the body size of professional military personnel from Australia and the US (Paquette et al., 2009; Tomkinson et al., 2010). An understanding of recent time changes in body dimensions has important implications for ensuring correct human-machine (e.g. tanks, airplanes, submarines) and human-equipment (e.g. body armour and helmets) fit. The aim of this study therefore was to quantify time changes (in means and variability) in the body dimensions of male Australian Army personnel.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Systematic review

To examine time changes in the body dimensions of male Australian Army personnel, a systematic review of the scientific literature (in accordance with the PRISMA guidelines, Moher et al., 2009) was conducted to locate studies explicitly reporting descriptive anthropometric data (with a view to obtaining raw data) on all military personnel (not limited to Australia) in order to identify all possible studies that reported on male Australian Army personnel. Candidate studies were searched for in March 2014 using the following bibliographic databases: Academic Search Premier (1984–), Embase (1980–), MEDLINE (1966–), Online Defence Information Network (1950s–), PubMed (1966–), ScienceDirect (1823–), Scopus (1960–), and SPORTDiscus (1949–). The search string used for the electronic search was: (((((((((((height) or mass) or weight) or body size) or girth*) or circumference*) or breadth*) or length*) or anthropometry) or body weights and measures) or body composition) AND (((((((((military) or military personnel) or army) or soldier*) or armed force*) or submariner*) or sailor*) or marine*) or navy) or air force). All available titles and abstracts were assessed for eligibility, and if there was uncertainty or the abstract was not available, then the full-text report was retrieved. Email contact was made with several Australian anthropometrists (within the Australian Defence Force [ADF] and academic institutions) to ask whether they knew of any appropriate studies. This search strategy identified 13,456 eligible studies and, following a review of all titles and abstracts, 102 studies were retained for further analysis, including several classified ADF technical reports for which appropriate declassification permissions were sought and granted. Eligible studies were excluded if descriptive anthropometric data were reported for:

(a) non-Australian Army personnel or Australian Army personnel not able to be differentiated from other military groups (e.g. Air Force and Navy);
(b) atypical personnel or those not broadly representative of the Australian Army population (e.g. those with known injury or illness);
(c) female-only samples or mixed samples that were unable to be separated by sex;
(d) a sample previously reported in another included report;
(e) body dimensions for which explicit landmarking and measurement procedures were not available; and
(f) Australian Army personnel yet to complete basic recruit training.

Of the 102 eligible studies, 99 were excluded based on the above criteria with three studies retained for further analysis. The reference lists of these articles were examined and cross-referenced although no new studies were identified. Only studies for which raw anthropometric data were available were retained in order to best estimate time changes in measures of centrality and variability. Raw data were available for two ADF anthropometric surveys conducted in 1977 (Hendy, 1977) and 2010–12 (Tomkinson et al., 2012).

Hendy (1977) completed a tri-service (Air Force, Army and Navy) anthropometric survey of ~3000 randomly sampled male permanent ADF personnel aged 17–50 years between January and November 1977. This included 1044 male Army personnel (representing 4.4% of 23,720 permanent male Australian Army personnel) who were physically measured for 31 body dimensions. Measured Army personnel were trained and regular users of military-specific equipment and workplaces and were classified as: (a) weapons users, (b) transportation, (c) clerks and others, (d) aviation, (e) catering, and (f) technical personnel. The repeatability of the 1977 measures was very good, with nearly perfect test-retest correlations (mean Pearson’s correlations±95%CI: 0.95 ± 0.01) (Hendy, 1977). Tomkinson et al. (2012) completed a large anthropometric survey (the Australian Warfighter Anthropometric Survey [AWAS]) of 2138 permanent Australian Army personnel aged 18–40 years who were recruited from five Army bases between July 2010 and April 2012. This included 1861 males (representing 6.9% of 26,994 permanent male Army personnel) and 277 females (representing 9.1% of 3042 permanent female Army personnel) who were physically and digitally measured for 84 body dimensions. Recruited male personnel represented 15 Corps and 70 trades, with 93% (1732 of 1861) born in either Australia or New Zealand and the remainder born in Asia (2%), Europe (2%), the Pacific Islands (1%) or other countries (2%). The repeatability of the 2010–12 measures was very good, with very small systematic errors (median percent changes in means ± 95%CI: 0.02 ± 0.04%), very small random errors (median percent typical errors±95%CI: 0.47 ± 0.07%), and nearly perfect test-retest correlations (median intra-class correlations±95%CI: 0.996 ± 0.001) (Tomkinson et al., 2012).

2.2. Initial data analysis

Prior to calculating time changes, all raw data were checked and cleaned to ensure quality. For consistency between datasets, all female data (13% or 277 of 2138) in the 2010–12 dataset, and all data on males not aged 18–40 years (8% or 85 of 1044) in the 1977 dataset, were excluded. Thirdly, all raw data were checked for anomalies by running range checks with data ±3 standard deviations away from the mean identified as being potentially anomalous. However, following visual examination of scatterplots relating each dimension to Stature (or Sitting Height for seated measurements) and Weight, potentially anomalous data were considered to be acceptable and were retained for further analysis. A comparison of two surveys revealed that 12 of 31 absolute body dimensions measured in 1977 were identically measured in 2010–12 using the same measurement protocols and equipment, including four heights, three circumferences, three breadths, one length and Weight. All absolute body dimensions (except Stature) were normalised as a fraction of Stature (note, Weight was
normalised to Stature as the BMI) using geometric scaling—the most common form of allometry—to eliminate the effect of general body size, resulting in 11 proportional body dimensions (Olds et al., 1995). To reduce potential systematic biases, comparative data would ideally be standardised by occupation, age and demographics to the permanent Australian Army populations at the time of measurement. However, without access to census data at the occupation by age level from both time points, the two samples were instead matched by occupation and age to control for occupation- and age-related differences in body size. For consistency with the 1977 survey, and to allow for occupation-based matching, all occupation-based data in 2010–12 were reclassified based on 1977 criteria (e.g. a Commando was reclassified as a weapons user). Using a greedy matching procedure (Gu and Rosenbaum, 1993), the two datasets were matched one-for-one for occupation and deci-

male age, yielding 669 matched pairs. To check that the matching procedures worked, time changes in occupation were calculated using Pearson’s chi-square analysis (alpha set at 5%) with time changes in age calculated using the procedures described in the next paragraph.

2.3. Statistical analysis

Changes in means and variability between 1977 and 2010–12 were calculated using the procedures described by Tomkinson et al. (2010). Levene’s test was used to examine equality of variance between groups, with the unpaired t-tests used to examine equality of means for groups with equal variances and Aspin-Welch unequal variance t-tests used for groups with unequal variances. Changes in means were calculated as absolute, percent and standardised changes. Absolute changes were calculated as the difference in means (2010–12 mean minus 1977 mean); percent changes as the absolute changes expressed as a percentage of the overall mean (i.e. the mean of the combined datasets); and standardised changes as the absolute changes divided by the pooled standard deviation. Positive changes indicated time increases in mean values and negative changes indicated time declines. Standardised changes were qualitatively interpreted using thresholds of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 as small, moderate and large respectively, with changes <0.2 (or >−0.2) considered to be negligible and changes ≥0.2 (or ≤−0.2) considered to be ‘substantial’ (i.e. the smallest important change) (Cohen, 1988). For the sake of parsimony, we report only changes that were substantial. The variability of measurements about the mean value was quantified as the coefficient of variation (CV; the standard deviation divided by the mean), with time changes in variability calculated as the ratio of CVs by dividing the 2010–12 CV by the 1977 CV. The 95% CI of the ratio of CVs was calculated using the method described by Hopkins (2007). Ratios ≥1.1 indicated substantial time increases in variability, ratios <0.9 indicated substantial time declines in variability, and ratios between 0.9 and 1.1 indicated negligible time changes in variability (Drinkwater et al., 2007). The chances that the true ratios were substantial (i.e. >1.1 or <0.9) were also calculated (Hopkins, 2007), with chances qualitatively interpreted using thresholds described by Hopkins (2002). Changes in variability were also examined visually using Lowess curves (tension = 66), by plotting the standardised changes for a range of percentiles (from 1 to 99) against the percentiles themselves. Lowess curves are model-free curves of best fit that are determined by the “gravitational pull” of data points in each local area of the curve (Cleveland and Devlin, 1988).

3. Results

3.1. Changes in means

There were negligible time changes in the occupation and age matching criteria, which confirmed that the matching procedure worked. Changes in means in absolute dimensions of male Australian Army were typically small (median standardised change ± 95%CI: 0.53 ± 0.23) when matched for occupation and age, with large increases (standardised changes >0.80) observed for one dimension, moderate increases (standardised changes 0.50 to 0.79) for six dimensions, small increases (standardised changes 0.20 to 0.49) for three dimensions, and negligible changes (standardised changes −0.19 to 0.19) for two dimensions (Table 1). Examination of Table 1 reveals that the moderate increase in Stature (37 ± 7 mm) can be largely explained by moderate increases in Sitting Height (21 ± 4 mm) and Buttock-Knee Length (15 ± 3 mm), given the negligible change in Popliteal Height (−2±3 mm).

On average, changes in means in proportional dimensions were negligible (median standardised change ± 95%CI: 0.16 ± 0.33), indicating that body dimensions changed at a similar rate to Stature over time. However, there were moderate increases in proportionality for Bideltoid Breadth (standardised change ± 95%CI: 0.64 ± 0.11) and Weight (operationalised as the BMI) (standardised change ± 95%CI: 0.56 ± 0.11), small increases for Hip Breadth (Sitting) (standardised change ± 95%CI: 0.38 ± 0.11), Waist Circumference Omphalion (standardised change ± 95%CI: 0.26 ± 0.11) and Buttock Circumference (standardised change ± 95%CI: 0.20 ± 0.11), and moderate-to-large declines for Head Circumference (standardised change ± 95%CI: −0.59 ± 0.11) and Political Height (standardised change ± 95%CI: −0.82 ± 0.11).

3.2. Changes in variability

There were typically substantial increases in variability (median ratio of CVs ± 95%CI: 1.10 ± 0.07) between 1977 and 2010–12, with substantial increases observed for Hip Breadth (Sitting), Foot Breadth, Popliteal Height, Thigh Clearance, Stature and Buttock-Knee Length (Table 1). Fig. 1 shows that time changes in body di-

dimensions were typically non-uniform and right-skewed, as indicated by the high number of non-linear or upward sloping Lowess curves (e.g. Stature, Weight, Buttock Circumference, and Hip Breadth [Sitting]), relative to the low number of linear or flat curves indicating uniform changes (e.g. Head Circumference). These results indicate that larger time changes were observed in the higher percentiles (>75th, i.e. larger males) than for the middle (25–75th, i.e. average males) and lower (<25th, i.e. smaller males) percentiles.

4. Discussion

This is the first study to quantify time changes in numerous body dimensions of male Australian Army personnel. It showed that: (a) absolute body dimensions typically increased over time; (b) changes in body dimensions were typically non-uniform and right-skewed; and (c) while changes in proportionality were typically negligible, substantial changes were observed in several dimensions.

Few studies examining time changes in body dimensions of military populations have examined as many dimensions as those
in this study, both absolute and proportional body dimensions, or tracked changes over such a long time period. In this study, time changes in identically measured body dimensions were examined by two trained measurement teams that demonstrated very good repeatability. While this study employed a matching procedure to control for methodological bias it unfortunately could only examine linear changes between two time points, making it impossible to determine the exact nature of the changes. Ideally, time changes should be examined between random samples that are representative of their source populations. While this study examined time changes in two non-random samples, it does at least provide an estimate of time changes in two samples that represent reasonable cross-sections of the male Australian Army population at each time point (ranging from 4.4% in 1977 to 6.9% in 2010–12).

Possible time changes in the ethnic mix of the Australian Army population may have systematically biased the time changes reported in this study, given a concurrent decline in the proportion of Australian-born citizens (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013) and known ethnic differences in body size and shape (Misra et al., 2005; Wells et al., 2008). Unfortunately, time changes in ethnic mix could not be quantified because ethnicity data (operationalised as the country of birth) were not collected in 1977. Time changes in body dimensions could have been affected by changes in Army recruitment strategies and entrance/exit related standards, which act to truncate the tails of the distribution especially the right tail or high percentiles of the distribution. Given that recruitment standards have remained unchanged in the Australian Army since 1977 (except BMI for which a maximum threshold of 33 kg m\(^{-2}\) was recently imposed), it is unlikely that the reported time changes were systematically biased. In fact, the recently imposed maximum threshold for BMI should have reduced variability and right-skew over time, although Fig. 1 provides evidence of a time increase in right-skew.

4.1. Time comparisons

In order to compare time changes between male Australian Army personnel and other Australian and international military populations, we conducted a secondary systematic review identical to the primary review defined in the Methods with the addition of the following search string: (((AND (trend*) OR secular) OR time) OR change*) OR temporal). This secondary systematic review identified two studies that reported time changes (using identical measurement protocols and tracked over several decades) in representative samples of: (a) male Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) aircrew (\(n = 440\)) tested over the period 1971–2005 (Tomkinson et al., 2010); and (b) male US Army personnel (\(n = 2425\)) tested over the period 1988–2008 (Paquette et al., 2009). Table 2 compares the time changes for 11 body dimensions (10 absolute and one proportional) between male Australian Army personnel and their male peers from the RAAF and the US Army. The standardised time changes (corrected to a 35-year period) were similar in direction (typically indicating time increases) yet somewhat different in magnitude, with small differences on average compared to RAAF personnel (mean standardised difference \(\pm 95\%\text{CI}: 0.26 \pm 0.08\)) and negligible differences compared to US Army personnel (mean standardised difference \(\pm 95\%\text{CI}: 0.08 \pm 0.38\)) in favour of larger time increases in Australian Army personnel. An interesting observation from Table 2 is that the substantial increase in stature in both Australian Army and RAAF personnel has been the result of substantial increases in both Sitting Height and Buttock-Knee Length. While there is some evidence suggesting that time increases in stature are largely due to increases in leg length (Himes, 1979; Tanner et al., 1982), this study found no meaningful changes in both proportional Sitting Height and proportional Buttock-Knee Length, suggesting that increases in Stature in Australian Army personnel are similarly due to increases

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body dimension</th>
<th>1977</th>
<th>2010–12</th>
<th>Change in means ± 95%CI</th>
<th>Chances of substantial changes in means</th>
<th>Ratio of CVs/C%</th>
<th>Chances of substantial changes in CVs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bideloid breadth (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 25</td>
<td>669 ± 27</td>
<td>27 ± 3 5.8 ± 0.6 1.03 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.104/0.108</td>
<td>6%: unlikely substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>669 ± 10.8</td>
<td>669 ± 12.5</td>
<td>9.1 ± 1.2 12.2 ± 1.7 0.78 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.103/0.108</td>
<td>99%: very likely substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip breadth (Sitting) (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 22</td>
<td>669 ± 30</td>
<td>17 ± 3 4.8 ± 0.8 0.65 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.32/0.108</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting height (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 32</td>
<td>669 ± 34</td>
<td>21 ± 4 2.3 ± 0.4 0.63 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.14/0.108</td>
<td>0%: unlikely substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stature (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 61</td>
<td>669 ± 70</td>
<td>37 ± 7 2.1 ± 0.4 0.57 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.113/0.108</td>
<td>74%: possibly substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttock-knee length (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 26</td>
<td>669 ± 29</td>
<td>15 ± 3 2.6 ± 0.5 0.56 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.112/0.108</td>
<td>66%: possibly substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buttock circumference (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 63</td>
<td>669 ± 70</td>
<td>34 ± 7 3.5 ± 0.7 0.51 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.108/0.108</td>
<td>66%: possibly substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist circumference (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 88</td>
<td>669 ± 101</td>
<td>43 ± 10 4.9 ± 1.2 0.45 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.108/0.108</td>
<td>66%: possibly substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thigh clearance (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 13</td>
<td>669 ± 15</td>
<td>5 ± 1 2.6 ± 0.9 0.33 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.115/0.108</td>
<td>88%: likely substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot breadth (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 9</td>
<td>669 ± 10</td>
<td>2 ± 1 1.6 ± 0.6 0.30 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.128/0.108</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popliteal height (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 22</td>
<td>669 ± 26</td>
<td>-2 ± 3 -0.5 ± 0.6 -0.09 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.119/0.108</td>
<td>98%: very likely substantial increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head circumference (mm)</td>
<td>669 ± 15</td>
<td>669 ± 16</td>
<td>-1 ± 2 -0.2 ± 0.3 -0.09 ± 0.11</td>
<td>100%: almost certainly substantial increase</td>
<td>0.101/0.108</td>
<td>10%: very unlikely substantial increase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: positive changes in means indicate time increases in mean values and negative changes indicate time declines; changes in means \(\pm 0.2\) indicate substantial time increases in mean values and changes \(<-0.2\) indicate substantial time declines; ratio of CVs \(\pm 1\) indicate substantial time increases in variability and ratios \(\pm 0.9\) indicate substantial time declines; \(n\) = sample size; \(x\) = mean; \(s\) = standard deviation; CV = coefficient of variation; 95%CI = 95% confidence interval; 95%CI for ratios are represented as \(x/\times 95\%\text{CI}; all absolute changes in means represent changes in mm, except changes in Weight which are in kg; thresholds for assigning qualitative terms to changes of substantial changes in means and CVs were as follows: <1% = almost certainly not; <5% = very unlikely; <25% = unlikely; <50% = possibly not; >50% = possibly; >75% = likely; >95% = very likely; >99% = almost certainly (Hopkins, 2002).
in both dimensions. In contrast, there has been no meaningful change in Stature in US Army personnel in recent decades, which is expected given the negligible to small changes in Sitting Height and Buttock-Knee Length.

Another interesting observation from Table 2 is the substantial time increases in Weight, BMI, and Waist Circumference Omphalion, which range from small to moderate in magnitude for Australian Army and RAAF personnel and were large for US Army personnel. In this study both absolute and proportional Waist Circumference Omphalion increased substantially over time, indicating that both waist size and shape have recently increased in Australian Army personnel. While analysis of time changes in direct measures of fat mass was not possible, time increases in these three indirect measures are probably largely due to increases in fat mass.

Cross-sectionally in apparently healthy adults, BMI and waist circumference are almost perfectly correlated with one another and with fat mass, and both are very highly correlated with abdominal visceral fat (Bouchard, 2007). Given that BMI and waist circumference are strongly and positively related to cardiovascular disease and all-cause mortality, these recent time increases suggest that today’s military personnel are at greater risk of developing chronic conditions later in life (World Health Organisation, 2000).

An additional comparison between Australian Army and RAAF personnel revealed that the general time increase in variability observed in Australian Army personnel was not observed in RAAF personnel, although there was evidence of non-uniform and right-skewed time increases in both populations (e.g. for Weight, BMI, Waist Circumference Omphalion and Buttock Circumference). Furthermore, an analysis of data from five cross-sectional, population-based surveys (using direct measures of Stature and Weight, plus derived BMI) of young adult Australian males (aged 25–44 years) over the period 1980–2000 (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1997; Cameron et al., 2003; National Heart Foundation of Australia, 1981, 1985, 1990) reveals that time changes in male Australian Army personnel were substantially larger for Stature (standardised changes: 0.57 vs. 0.01) and Weight (standardised changes: 0.78 vs. 0.44) yet similar for BMI (standardised changes: 0.56 vs. 0.54) relative to their peers from the general population. Differences in time changes between male Australian Army personnel and their peers from the general population may be due to differences in changes in ethnic mix, the time span over which the changes were calculated, or sampling bias as a result of military recruitment strategies and entrance/work-related standards.

4.2. Implications

Time increases in body dimensions of military populations have important implications for the design and acquisition of new military platforms (e.g. land, sea and air vehicle platforms). When humans change in size and shape, the built environment often adapts (slowly) in response, especially for equipment or infrastructure designed to last several decades or more. Because of the

---

**Fig. 1.** Time changes in variability in male Australian Army personnel matched by occupation and age between 1977 and 2010–12. The vertical axis shows the standardised changes, with positive values indicating time increases and negative values indicating time declines. The horizontal axis shows the percentile values (range: 1–99). Lowess curves (tension = 66) are also shown.
substantial costs, specialised land, sea and air vehicles are usually designed to have a lifespan of several decades. Due to the lengthy development periods for military vehicle platforms, the anthropometric data used to guide the design of a vehicle may be relatively old when the vehicle enters service which may result, for example, in a soldier driving a land vehicle that was designed using anthropometric data that are several decades old. Given the recent time increases in the absolute body dimensions of male Australian Army personnel, especially substantial increases (in means and right-skew) in the dimensions that are traditionally considered important determinants of platform fit and ergonomic design (e.g. Stature, Sitting Height, and Buttock-Knee Length), the pool of available Australian Army personnel that can fit into and safely operate a land vehicle has probably shrunk over the life of most vehicles. Theoretically, the same problem would also occur in other military populations that are increasing in size and working in other confined environments, such as RAAF aircrew working in aircraft or Australian Navy seamen working in submarines (Tomkinson et al., 2010). Ideally, the body dimensions of current military personnel, along with an estimate of the size of the personnel at the end of the planned service life of military vehicles (through time change analysis) should be considered when acquiring or designing new military vehicles or when upgrading existing military vehicles. This will optimise the number of military personnel who can fit into and safely operate the vehicles both now and in the future. Furthermore, whilst time changes might affect ergonomic aspects such as fit, task performance and posture, they are also important for survivability modeling. For example, this study showed that between 1977 and 2012 there was a moderate increase in Sitting Height of 21 ± 4 mm, with increases in Sitting Height affecting celery clearance and the potential for head injury during a blast event.

The results of this study highlight the need for updated military anthropometric recruitment standards to most accurately reflect fit requirements for current military vehicles. The recent time changes in body dimensions of Australian Army personnel observed in this study and in other Australian (e.g. RAAF aircrew) (Tomkinson et al., 2010) and international military populations (e.g. US Army personnel) (Paquette et al., 2009) emphasise that the sizing and design of clothing and protective equipment items such as body armour, helmets, and G-suits (worn by fast jet pilots to help prevent loss of consciousness during high G-force maneuvers) should be reviewed periodically, to ensure correct human-equipment fit.

5. Conclusion

This study showed that there were substantial changes (typically increases) in the body dimensions of male Australian Army personnel over the period 1977–2012, changes that were generally non-uniform and right-skewed across the distribution. In addition to increases in body size, there was also evidence of changes in body shape, as evidenced by the substantial changes in several proportional body dimensions. Time changes in male Australian Army personnel are similar in direction yet marginally different in magnitude to those observed in other Australian and international military populations. These findings have important implications for the design and acquisition of new military vehicles and the design of protective body equipment and clothing, stressing the need for regular anthropometric surveying of military personnel.
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